This thesis is an attempt to refine the analysis of an empirical stud>" in intercultural proxemic behavior research conducted by Wat.son<·and Graves. and is, as ~elll! a' partial a~<:r modified replication of that study. The hypothesis of this, study is that Arabs will exhibit significant differences in proxemic behavior from· Americans, with Arab's being closer and more direct in their proxemic, behavior than . . Americans. To test this hypothesis. eighteen Saudi-Arabian and eightesn American male students were observed as two gr?ups of nine hOInogeneous dyads and as one group of eighteen heterogeneous dyads.
State Univ~rsity, and his staff contributed to this study in a most significant and constructive way. He ~nd his staff gave freely of their time~, equipment, facilities, technical advice, and assistance. Their cooperation made this study possible. to 28 years (mean average age was 23. 39 years).
INSTRUCTIONS
Each subject was told that he would be involved in two dialogues _~_,~pproximately ten minut,e!? durat.ion.,.. one with a same-culture sub --~.____ject.-and one with a person from., another culture. Each subject was told that the dialogues would be recorded and that at some time during the dialogue they would be filmed•. Each subject was given in structions as to time and loc'ation of the 'meeting. The subjects generally ar,rived in groups of two or four •. Two. of the subjects were escorted to the' observation room. Outside of the door they were in troduced, thanked for their participation, given, a folding chair each, ~structed to enter the room, 'sit anyplace they pleased, and talk about any topic for about ten minutes. The ROSA dyads were told that ·they may speak in Arabic if they desired. They were told that their c'~nversation ~ould be recorded and at some time during their dialogue they would be filmed. '
.
OBSERVA TIONS
The observation room (ten and one-ha1~ feet by twenty-two feet)
was marked off into one-foot squares by znas~ing tape put on the floor.
This perznitted relatively a~curate estiznations of distance between subjects to be znade. Three sznaller practice roozns were situated on each of th.~ two longe,r sides of the observation roozn. Each practice roozn had a two-way mirror that "it shared with the observation room. and one of the pair was asked to r,emain while the other was taken to another roozn'and asked to wait for a few minutes. Another subject was introduced to the remaining su~ject from ~he previous dialog~e.
At the end of that session, the subject who had now interacted twice was thanked for his participation, asked not to discuss his experience, and was dismissed. The other subject was the~ introduced to the sub ject who had been waiting in the other room. This routine was re peated until eighteen HET, nine HOA, and nine HOSA dyadic inter actions had occurred and had been taped and recorded. To test fo.r, any possible statistical'difference, five one-tailed t-tests for correlated means were calculated; one for each of the five dimenslons;.. Tal;>les n th:rough VI present these results. No statistically significant differences were found to exist between the HET samples and the American and Saudi-Arabian dyads for the touching'diInension. No 'statistica1lY'significant difference~ were found to exist between the HET samples and the American and Saudi-Arabian dyads for the.
'Voice 1oudness' dim.ension•. Therefore, no differenc;es were found to exist for any of the twenty t-tests calculated contrary to the hypoth~ esis.
While ~o significant differences were found to exist for any of the t-tests calculated, possible positive correlation could exist .among the five 'di:mensions•. To test· for this possibility, ten Pearson product, ~oment correlations were calculated for ·the· ROSA and HOA dyads. 
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Not only w~re three significant positive correlations found, three significant negative correlations were discovered.
.'
CHAPTER IV
The ~~st important outcome of this study is that the results are than that for those students in the earlier st~dy. The "Americaniz ation of Moham.med" is a factor to be considered.
Ot~er possible explanations exist for the apparent similarities that seem to exist between Arab and American proxemic behavior alt~ough th~y do not explain why Watson and Gr'aves found such sig nific·ant differences to exist between his Arab and American subjects.
One could hypothesize that Saudi-Arabians are highly adaptable to new cultures and environments and that,the similarities, are based par tially' on this adaptability. One could also argue that the SaudiArabian students in the sample in the prese~t study are 'generally urban,' highly educated, well-traveled, and members of the higher socj.o-econorn.ic stratum and therefore not representative of the population of their country just as Watson described his Arab sub jects. All of the subjects in the present study were rn.ostly, tc;>,o, students of anthropology and of speech com.m.unication; two disciplines active~y engaged in non-verbal com.m.unication behavior inyestigation.
A decade ago, the interested scholar could find little" in book form, about non-verbal com. Perhaps.an inc:reased sensitivity to proxem.ics was a factor that in-I.
£luenced both Arabs and Americans in their interactions both in the homogeneous and heterogeneous encounters. ,Awareness of non-verbal cODll;Ilunication behavior. ~tudies or literature, however, does not address the ,basic tenet that this behavior often exi_sts at the subcon seious level and that cultural patterns also exist largely out-·of: awareness.
,SUGGESTIONS
Further research in the area still needs to be conducted. Still l,arger samples are needed,to enable one to generalize from the re-' suits to whole populations.
Hall's systeln for the notation of proxem.ic behavior w~s, for the most part, found to be workable. The visual directness diulension requires multi-angular observation to be accurately scored. The voice 1:oudness scale, by definition, is subjective. Objective measures need to be developed. Very well-controlled audio equipment must be used because of so many variable factors influencing this dime;nsion from day to day. This study had to rely too much on impression to give much: confidence in the voice-loudness variable.
While (as Watson later. reported) a laboratory setting is re quired: .
• • • • • . in order to study proxemic behavior under conditidns which were as constant as possible for all subjects, a laboratory setting was the only practicable situation which allowed the degr.ee of control ••. necessary to isolate proxemic behavio·r from factors which may have had an influence on 'it,3 one could hope for a less laboratory-~~ke laboratory: less clinical and sterile; in which to conduct the observations and inter'actions • . Because this study utilized video ~ape for observation, repetitive measures were and are possible. In a~ditiori, one could do further study in such areas as content and linguistic analysis and kinesics.
Hopeful!y, further study in this area will be. conducted which will . adva:nc'~ the understanding of proxernic behavior.
